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Let V be a positive potential class C4 on Rn such that its derivatives of order 2
to 4 are bounded. We prove that
&exp(&tV) exp(2t2) exp(&tV)&exp(&2t(&2+V))&L(L2)=O(t2)
as t tends to zero. Our assumptions are more general than those of Helffer [2], and
our techniques rely on holomorphic semigroups and estimates on commutators.
 1997 Academic Press
Soit V un potentiel positif de classe C4 sur Rn, tel que ses de rive es d’ordre 2 a
4 soient borne es. Nous prouvons que
&exp(&tV) exp(2t2) exp(&tV)&exp(&2t(&2+V))&L(L2)=O(t2)
quand t tend vers 0. Nos hypothe ses sont plus ge ne rales que celles de Helffer [2],
et nous utilisons des techniques de semi-groupes holomorphes et des estimations
sur des commutateurs.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We use a classical multiindex notation: if :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn, |:|=
:1+ } } } +:n and :=:11 } } } 
:n
n .
In [2, Proposition 3.2], B. Helffer considers a Schro dinger operator
&2+V where V is a potential satisfying
V( y)0
and for all multiindex : # Nn, there exists a constant C: such that
|:V( y)|C: .
He shows that the transfer matrix, called also Kac operator and denoted
in this article by
W (t)=e&tVe2t2e&tV
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closely approximates e&2t(&2+V). More precisely, he establishes the
estimate
&W (t)&e&2t(&2+V)&L(L2)=O(t2), (1.1)
as t decreases to 0. Helffer’s proof of this estimate uses pseudodifferential
techniques. We obtain here the same estimate, under more general assump-
tions, which we state now: let V be a function of class C4 on Rn which
satisfies the following assumptions
V(x)0; (1.2)
there exists C such that
\: such that |:| # [2, 3, 4], |:V|C. (1.3)
Our purpose is to establish (1.1). We also establish the following estimates
&12 (e
&tVet2+et2e&tV)&et(2&V)&=O(t2) (1.4)
which is analogous to (1.1), and also
&e&tVet2&et(2&V)&=O(t) (1.5)
&[e&tV, et2]&=O(t) (1.6)
in order to obtain a more general view of this type of problems.
In the second section, we assume that A and B are selfadjoint negative
operators in a Hilbert space H. We define an operator
W(t)=etAe2tBetA
and give an integral representation for
W4 (t)&2(A+B) W(t),
provided that the domains of A and B contain a common dense subspace
H0 , and that we make some technical assumptions on the image of H0 by
the resolvent of A and B and the commutators of A and B of order less
than or equal to 3. This integral representation (2.4) involves the resolvents
of A and B and the commutators of order 3 of A and B. An analogous
work is performed for (1.4).
The representation formul$ in Section 2 have been essentially proved in
[1], in a slightly different setting, with a heavier technical apparatus,
involving integration with values in a locally convex separate topological
vector space, and the space of linear continuous endomorphisms from a
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certain space of C functions to itself. However, it is really the abstract
general formula which is important and not its realizations in a given
space. Therefore, we emphasize here the abstract setting.
In Section 3, we apply the integral representation to the concrete
operators A=&V and B=2&1. We choose 2&1 instead of 2 in order
to write more simply certain estimates. We get rid later of this modification
by a very simple device. On the other hand, the space H0 which we use is
the Schwartz space S(Rn); therefore, we assume in this part that V is a
function of class C which is slowly increasing, as well as all its
derivatives, and satisfies (1.3), and for all x # Rn.
V(x)1. (1.7)
In Section 4, we show that the regularity assumption can be superseded:
for V of class C 4, satisfying (1.3) and (1.7), we construct a sequence of C
slowly increasing approximations Vm , satisfying (1.3) and (1.7) and we
pass to the limit in our estimates. We observe that the condition (1.7) is
not necessary. In fact to prove (1.1) we only need that V be of class C 4,
bounded from below, and it satisfy (1.3).
Finally we indicate briefly how (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) can be proved along
the same lines as (1.1).
2. A GENERAL REPRESENTATION FORMULA
In what follows A and B are self-adjoint and negative operators in a
Hilbert space H.
For =>0, we denote S= the subset of C defined by
S= [‘ # C : |arg ‘|<?&= and |‘|>0].
We say that a path 1 : R  C is of type P= if it is included in S= , it satisfies
1(&s)=1 (s) and it is asymptotic to Ds , defined by
Ds : s  s exp(i(?&=)),
as s  + (see Fig. 1).
We recall that if C is a self-adjoint and negative operator in a Hilbert
space H, then it is a generator of a holomorphic semi-group and for all
=>0, there exists M= such that
\z # S= , &(z&C)&1&
M=
|z|
, (2.1)
where & & is the operator norm in H.
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Fig. 1. The sector S= in the complex plane and the path 1.
Lemma 1. Let C be a self adjoint negative operator in H. For all k>0
and t>0, the following identity is verified,
1
2?i |1 e
tk‘ (‘&C)&2 d‘=tkektC (2.2)
where 1 is any path of type P= .
Proof. Let U(t)=(12?i) 1 e
tk‘ (‘&C)&2 d‘ and observe that
U4 &kCU=k
1
2?i |1 e
kt‘ (‘&C)&1 d‘=kektC.
Let tk‘=z and 1t=kt1; the operator 2?iktU(t) is also the integral on 1t
involving ez((zkt)&C)&2. Now we deform 1t into 1 and we obtain thanks
to Cauchy’s theorem
U(t)=
1
2i? |1 e
z \ zkt&C+
&2 dz
kt
.
We deduce from (2.1) that there exists M such that &(zkt&C)&2&
(Mkt)2|z| 2.
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Thus it is clear that U(0)=0, and that U(t) and tkektC are solutions of
W4 (t)&kCW(t)=ketkC and W(0)=0. (2.3)
But (2.3) has only one solution, therefore (2.2) is established. K
Let H=L2(Rn) and H0 be a dense subspace of H. For all z # S= , we sup-
pose that AH0 , BH0 , (z&A)&1 H0 and (z&B)&1 H0 are included in H0 .
The following computations are formal, which means that we assume
that the seemingly ‘‘algebraic’’ operations that we perform, such as the
commutation between A+B and integration in ‘, can be justified. We are
fully aware that this has to be done carefully in all the practical cases to
be considered.
For all u # H0 , let W(t)u=etAe2tBetA u, ‘ # C3, ‘=(‘1 , ‘2 , ‘3) and l‘=
‘1+2‘2+‘3 .
Lemma 2. For all u # H0 we have
W4 (t) u&2(A+B) W(t) u=\ 12?i+
2
|
11_12_13
etl‘F(‘) u d‘, (2.4)
where F(‘)u is defined by
F(‘) u=2(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
&(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 [B, [A, B]](‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u
&(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u. (2.5)
Proof. We observe that F(‘) u is well defined thanks to our assumption
on H0 . If we use the integral representation of etA and etB we obtain
W(t) u=\ 12i?+
3
|
11_12_13
etl‘ (‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u d‘
and hence the identity
W4 (t) u&2(A+B) W(t) u=\ 12i?+
3
|
11_12_13
etl‘g(‘) u d‘, (2.6)
where g(‘)u=(l‘&2A&2B)(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u.
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Observe that: (l‘&2A&2B) u=(‘1&A)+2(‘2&B)+(‘3&A) u. Thus
we can also write
g(‘) u=(‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
+2(‘2&B)(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
+(‘3&A)(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u. (2.7)
We calculate the commutator [(‘2&B), (‘1&A)&1]:
[(‘2&B), (‘1&A)&1] u=(‘1&A)&1 [A, B](‘1&A)&1 u. (2.8)
On the other hand in the third term of (2.7) we commute (‘3&A) and
(‘1&A)&1 and we can see that
[(‘3&A), (‘2&B)&1]=(‘2&B)&1 [B, A](‘2&B)&1.
We rewrite g(‘) u= g1(‘) u+ g2(‘) u+ g3(‘) u, where
g1(‘) u=(‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1+2(‘1&A)&1 (‘3&A)&1
+(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 u
g2(‘) u=2(‘1&A)&1 [A, B](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
g3(‘) u= &(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 [A, B](‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u.
Let us show that the integral involving g1 vanishes. It is enough to look
at the first term of g1 , the other ones being similar. We have
1
(2i?)3 |11_12_13 e
tl‘ (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u d‘
=
1
(2i?)3 |11 e
‘1t d‘1 |
12_13
e(2‘2+‘3) t(‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u d‘2 d‘3 .
Cauchy’s theorem shows us that the number 11 e
‘1t d‘1 vanishes and we
conclude that
1
(2i?)3 |11_12_13 e
tl‘g1(‘) u d‘=0. (2.9)
We want now to integrate g2(‘) u and g3(‘) u. For this purpose we will
write down more commutators and a cancellation will take place.
In the expression of g2(‘) u we commute (‘1&A)&1 and [A, B]. Since
[(‘1&A)&1, [A, B]] u=(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&1 u (2.10)
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we can write
g2(‘) u=2[A, B](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
+2(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u.
(2.11)
In a similar fashion we commute [A, B] and (‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 and we
obtain
[(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1, [A, B]] u=(‘1&A)&1 [(‘2&B)&1, [A, B]] u
+[(‘1&A)&1, [A, B]](‘2&B)&1 u.
Therefore we deduce from formul$ analogous to (2.10), a new expression
of g3(‘) u:
g3(‘) u=&[A, B](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u
&(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 [B, [A, B]](‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u
&(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u.
(2.12)
Now let
p(‘) u=2[A, B](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u
&[A, B](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u.
Let us show that the integral involving p vanishes: we know, thanks to
Lemma 1, that
1
2i? |11 e
‘1t(‘1&A)&2 u d‘1=tetAu
and
1
2i? |12 e
2‘2t(‘2&B)&2 u d‘2=2te2tBu.
Therefore it is clear that
|
11_12_13
etl‘p(‘) u d‘=&2t[A, B] etAe2tBetAu+2t[A, B] etAe2tBetAu=0.
(2.13)
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We remark that the right hand side of (2.5) is equal to
(g2(‘)+ g3(‘)& p(‘)) u. This observation, with (2.6), (2.9) and (2.13),
shows our contention. K
Now for all t>0, the operator S(t) is defined on H0 by
\u # H0 , S(t) u= 12 (e
tAetB+etBetA) u&et(A+B).
Let ‘ # C2, ‘=(‘1 , ‘2) and r‘=‘1+‘2 .
Lemma 3. For all u in H0 , we have
S4 (t) u&(A+B) S(t) u
=
1
2(2i?)2 \|11_12 etr‘K(‘) u d‘+t |11_12 etr‘L(‘) u d‘+ , (2.14)
where K(‘) u is given by
K(‘) u=(‘1&A)&1[A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 u
&(‘2&B)&1 [B, [A, B]](‘2&B)&2 (‘1&A)&1 u (2.15)
and L(‘) u by
L(‘) u=[A, B](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 [A, B](‘2&B)&1 (‘1&A)&1 u.
(2.16)
Proof. Remark that, as in Lemma 2, K(‘) u and L(‘) u are well defined.
The integral representation of etA and etB shows that
S4 (t) u&(A+B) S(t) u=
1
2(2i?)2 |11_12 e
tr‘q(‘) u d‘, (2.17)
where q(‘) u = (‘1 + ‘2 & A & B)((‘1 & A)&1 (‘2 & B)&1 + (‘2 & B)&1
(‘1&A)&1) u. Since (‘1+‘2&A&B) u=(‘1&A) u+(‘2&B) u, it is clear
that
q(‘) u=(‘2&B)&1 u+(‘1&A)&1 u+(‘2&B)(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 u
+(‘1&A)(‘2&B)&1 (‘1&A)&1 u. (2.18)
If we commute in the third term of the right hand side of (2.18) (‘2&B)
and (‘1&A)&1, and in the fourth one, (‘1&A) and (‘2&B)&1, we can see
from (2.8) that
q(‘) u=q1(‘) u+q2(‘) u+q3(‘) u,
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where
q1(‘) u=(2(‘2&B)&1+2(‘1&A)&1) u
q2(‘) u=(‘1&A)&1 [A, B](‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 u
q3(‘) u=(‘2&B)&1 [B, A](‘2&B)&1 (‘1&A)&1 u.
The arguments used to establish (2.9), show that the integral involving
q1(‘) u vanishes, so we have
1
(2i?)2 |11_12 e
tr‘q(‘) u d‘=
1
(2i?)2 |11_12 e
tr‘ (q2(‘) u+q3(‘) u) d‘. (2.19)
In the expression of q2(‘) (resp. q3(‘)) we commute (‘&A)&1 and [A, B]
(resp. (‘&B)&1 and [A, B]).
We can see from the developed expressions of the commutators
[(‘1&A)&1, [A, B]] u and [(‘2&B)&1, [A, B]] u that
q2(‘) u=[A, B](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 u
+(‘1&A)&1 [A, [A, B]](‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1 u (2.20)
q3(‘) u=&[A, B](‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1 u
&(‘2&B)&1 [B, [A, B]](‘2&B)&2 (‘1&A)&1 u. (2.21)
Let
P(‘)=[A, B]((‘1&A)&2 (‘2&B)&1&(‘2&B)&2 (‘3&A)&1) u.
Now observe that q2(‘)+q3(‘)&P(‘) is equal to the right hand side of
(2.15). We can see from (2.17) and (2.19) that to conclude it suffices to
establish the following equality:
\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
etr‘P(‘) u d‘=t \ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
etr‘L(‘) d‘. (2.22)
But thanks to Lemma 1 we can see that
\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
etr‘P(‘) u d‘=t[A, B](etAetB&etBetA) u.
Moreover it is clear that
[A, B](etAetB&etBetA) u
=\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
etr‘[A, B][(‘&A)&1, (‘&B)&1] u d‘.
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We can calculate the commutator [(‘&A)&1, (‘&B)&1] u:
[(‘&A)&1, (‘&B)&1] u
=(‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 [A, B](‘2&B)&1 (‘1&A)&1 u.
Hence (2.22) holds and our claim is proved. K
3. ESTIMATES WHEN V IS SMOOTH
Let us begin this paragraph by the following result.
Lemma 4. Let C be a self-adjoint and strictly negative operator in a
Hilbert space H. For all k # [1, 2] and = # [0, ?2], there exists c(=) such
that for all z # S=
&(&C)k2 (z&C)&1&c(=) |z| 1&k2. (3.1)
Proof. The case k=2 can easily be deduced from (2.1), for
(&C)(z&C)&1=(&z+z&C)(z&C)&1=&z(z&C)&1+1.
Now let us look at &(&C)12 (z&C)&1&.
Let (E*)* # R be the spectral family associated to C (see [4, Chap. IX,
 128]). Then we may write
(&C)12 (z&C)&1=|
0
&
vv(*, z) dE* .
Denote w(*, z)=(&*)12z&*.
It is known that &(&C)12 (z&C)&1& is equal to the maximum of
|w(*, z)| on R&. Thus, to finish the proof it is sufficient to show that there
exists c(=) such that
|w(*, z)|c(=) |z|&12. (3.2)
We calculate |w(*, z)| |z| 12; let Z be equal to *z and observe that Z # &S=
and that |w(*, z)| |z| 12=|Z| 12|1&Z|.
Let c0 be the distance of &1 to S= .
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We have the easy estimate for Z # &S=
|Z| 12
|1&Z|
min \ |Z|
12
c0
,
1
|1&Z|+
and it is therefore clear that (3.2) holds. K
We define some functional classes of potentials in which our results will
apply:
Definition 5. For all c0, and l # [4.5. . . . .] we denote Vl (c) the set
of potential V of class Cl which satisfy for all : # R",
V(x)1, (3.3)
and for all : # Nn such that 2|:|4,
|:V(x)|c. (3.4)
We denote V(c, s) the set of functions which are in V(c) and such that
for all : # Nn, :V is of slow growth.
From now on, let V be any function of V(c, s), let
A=&V, D(A)=[u # L2(Rn) : Vu # L2(Rn)];
B=2&1, D(B)=H2(Rn)
and H0=S=(Rn).
The operator 2&1 is self-adjoint and negative, and the function V is
strictly positive.
We have chosen to use 2&1 instead of 2 for convenience reasons. Later
on, we will deduce results for B=2 from our results for B=2&1.
Moreover, it is clear that for all z # S= , VH0 , (2&1) H0 , (z&V)&1 H0 ,
(z&2&1) H0 are included in H0 .
Next we establish the estimates on the resolvent of V and the product of
|{V| with the resolvent of V. But before we need some relations between
V and |{V| obtained from the following lemma.
In what follows & &1 is a norm in Rn and & &2 a norm on the space of
bilinear forms L(Rn, Rn ; R).
Lemma 6. Let f be a function in C 2(Rn) such that
\x # Rn, f (x)>0 and sup
x
&D2f (x)&2<C,
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then we have the following estimate:
\x # R, &Df (x)&1- 2C - f (x).
Proof. Let y be in Rn such that &y&1=1. For all z in Rn, let
.(t)= f (z+ty). We can see that . # C2(R) and it satisfies
\t # R, .(t)>0 and |."(t)|&D2f (z+ty)&2C. (3.5)
Let c be any positive constant and let ]a, b[ be one of the connected com-
ponent of the set of [t # R : |.$(t)|- .(t)>c].
We suppose without lost of generality that
.$(a)=c - .(a) and \t # ]a, b[, .$(t)- .(t)>c.
We deduce from the above inequality, by integrating, that
c - .(t)&c - .(a)=
c2
2
(t&a).
Therefore we can see that .$(t)&.$(a)>c2(t&a)2.
Moreover we deduce from (3.5) that |.$(t)&.$(a)|C(t&a). Thus it is
clear that c<- 2C and that
|.$(t)|- .(t)- 2C.
To complete our proof it suffices to take z=x, t=0 and y=
Df (x)&Df (x)&1 and to observe that |.$(t)|=|Df (x) y|=&Df (x)&1 . K
Lemma 7. There exist constants C1(=) and C2(=, c) such that for all
‘ # S= , and x # Rn, we have
|(‘+V)&1|C1(=)
1
|‘|
and |{V| 2 |‘+V|&1C2(=, c). (3.6)
Proof. Observe that the function T(‘, *)=|‘||‘+*| is uniformly
bounded on S=_R+ by max[1, 1sin =]. In particular we have:
|‘| |‘+V|&1max[1, 1sin =].
Now let us prove the second inequality of (3.6). We first show that there
exists a constant d(=) such that
|‘+V|&1
d(=)
V
. (3.7)
If R‘0 we can see that |‘+V|V.
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Now suppose R‘<0; then we have arg ‘=?\% with % # ]=, ?2]. Thus
we can see that: |‘+V| 2=(&|‘| cos(%)+V)2+|‘|sin2 (%).
If |‘| cos %V2, we deduce from the above equality that |‘+V|V2.
Moreover |‘| sin %=|‘| tan % cos % and tan % is greater than tan =, there-
fore we have
|‘| cos %>
V
2
O |‘+V|tan =
V
2
.
Finally for any case, |‘+V| is greater than min[1, tan =] V2; therefore
(3.7) is established with d(=)=2min[1, tan =].
Since the function V satisfies (3.4), Lemma 6 implies that |{V| 2 |‘+V|&1
2c d(=). Lemma 7 is proved. K
We will need also estimates on i (‘&2+1)&1 and ij (‘&2+1)&1.
Lemma 8. There exists a constant C(=) such that for all i and j in
[1, ..., n], for all ‘ in S= , and for all u # L2(Rn), we have
|i (‘&2+1)&1 u|L2C(=) 1|‘| |u| L2 and (3.8)
|ij (‘&2+1)&1 u|L2C(=).
Proof. Let F be the Fourier transform. It is known that
F (:u)(!)=(i) |:| !:F (u), and F ((1&2)12 u)(!)=- 1+|!| F (u).
Since |!i |- 1+|!| 2 and |!i!j |1+|!| 2, we have
|i u| L2|(1&2)12 u|L2 and |ij u|L2|(1&2) u|L2 . (3.9)
So for all u in L2(Rn), we can see that
&i (1&2)&12 u&L2&u&L2 and &ij (1&2)&1 u&L2&u&L2 . (3.10)
Thus relation (3.8) can be deduced directly from Lemma 4. K
Now let observe that our formal operations are valid; for instance, we
can commute V&2+1 and integration on 11_12_13 : it is clear that for
every u # H0 , the function (‘1&A)&1 (‘2&B)&1 (‘3&A)&1 u belongs
to H0 .
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Moreover we can see that
2(‘1+V)&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
=(‘1+V)&1 2(‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
&2{V(‘1+V)&2 .{(‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
&(2V)(‘1+V)&2 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
+2 |{V| 2 (‘1+V)&3 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u.
Therefore we can deduce from (2.1), (3.4), Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 that
there exists a function f (‘) integrable on 11_12_13 such that for all
‘ # 11_12_13 the following estimate holds
&2(‘1+V)&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u&f (‘) &u&L2 .
Now observe that the mapping ‘  2(‘1+V)&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
is continuous from 11_12 _13 to L2(Rn). Thus it is a classical result that
we may exchange integrations on 11_12 _13 and 2.
All the other operations are analogously justified.
Now for all u # H0 let
W(t) u=e&tVe2t(2&1)e&tVu and
(3.11)
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
11_12_13
etl‘F(‘) u d‘,
where F(‘) u is the function given in (2.5). We have established in Lemma 2
that
W4 (t) u&2(&V+2&1) W(t) u=R(t) u. (3.12)
Thus we can see from Duhamel’s formula that
W(t) u=e2t(2&V&1)u+|
t
0
e2(t&s)(2&1&V)R(s) u ds. (3.13)
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 9. There exists a constant K(=, c) such that for all
V # V(c, s), the following estimate holds
\t # ]0, 1], \u # H0 |R(t) u|L2K(=, c) t |u|L2 , (3.14)
where the function R(t) u is given by (3.11).
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We will prove Theorem 9 in several steps.
We perform the change of variable z=t‘, which is equivalent to
(z1 , z2 , z3)=t(‘1 , ‘2 , ‘3) so that we can write
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
t11_t12_t13
elzF(zt) u
dz
t3
.
Thanks to Cauchy’s theorem, we deform t11 , t12 , t13 into 11 , 12 , 13 and
obtain
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
11_12_13
elzF(zt) u
dz
t3
. (3.15)
Let
F \zt+ u=P1 \
z
t+ u+P2 \
z
t+ u+P3 \
z
t+ u, (3.16)
where as in (2.5) we define
P1\zt+ u=2 \
z1
t
+V+
&1
[V, [V, 2]] \z1t +V+
&2
_\z2t &2+1+
&1 \z3t +V+
&1
u
P2\zt+ u=\
z1
t
+V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
[2, [V, 2]]
(3.17)
_\z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u
P3\zt+ u=&\
z1
t
+V+
&1
[V, [V, 2]] \z1t +V+
&1
_\z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u,
where the commutators [&V, [&V, 2&1]] and [2&1, [&V, 2&1]]
are respectively replaced by their equivalent expressions [V, [V, 2]] and
&[2, [V, 2]].
We can see from relations (3.15) and (3.16) that it is sufficient to show
that for all j # [1, 2, 3], there exists a constant Cj (=, c) such that for all
t # ]0, 1], z # S 3= and u # H0 , we have
&Pj (zt) u&L2Cj (=, c) t4Gj (x) &u&L2 , (3.18)
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where the function Gj (z) is independent of t and such that elzGj (z) is
integrable on 11 _12 _13 .
In order to study the functions Pi (zt) u, we first calculate the com-
mutators implied in (3.17).
It is clear that
[2, V]=2V+2{V .{. (3.19)
Elementary calculations which use (3.19) gives us
[V, [2, V]]=2 |{V| 2 (3.20)
[2, [2, V]]=22V+4{2V .{+4 :
i, j
V , ijij . (3.21)
We can deduce from (3.20) and (3.17) new expressions of P1(zt) u and
P3(zt) u. We have
P1\zt+ u=&4 \
z1
t
+V+
&1
|{V| 2 \z1t +V+
&2
_\z2t &2+1+&1 \
z3
t
+V+&1 u
P3\zt+ u=2 \
z1
t
+V+
&1
|{V| 2 \z1t +V+
&1
_\z2t &2+1+&2 \
z3
t
+V+
&1
u. (3.22)
Now we want to estimate the functions P1(zt) u and P2(zt) u.
Let us check whether (3.18) is satisfied for j=1, 3.
Thanks to relation (2.1) and Lemma 7, we can deduce from (3.22) that
there exist constants C1(=, c) and C3(=, c) such that for all u # H0
|P1(zt) u|L2
C1(=, c) t4
|z1 |2 |z2 | |z3 |
&u&L2 and
(3.23)
|P3(zt) u|L2
C3(=, c) t4
|z1 | |z2 | 2 |z3 |
&u&L2 .
If we let
G1(z)=
1
|z1 |2 |z2 | |z3 |
and G3(z)=
1
|z1 | |z2 |2 |z3 |
we can see that relation (3.18) is satisfied for j=1, 3.
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Now let us look at the function P2(zt) u. Thanks to relations (3.17) and
(3.21), we can rewrite
P2\zt+ u=&\
z1
t
+V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
22V \z2t &2+1+
&2
_\z3t +V+
&1
u&4 \z1t +V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
{2V .{
_\z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u&4 \z1t +V+
&1
_\z2t &2+1+
&1
:
i, j
V , ijij \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u. (3.24)
Let us estimate now the function P2(zt) u.
Thanks to Lemma 8, we can see that there exists a constant C (=) such
that for all u in L2(Rn)
}{ \z2t &2+1+
&1
u }L2C (=)
t
|z2 |
|u|L2 and
} ij \z2t &2+1+
&1
u}L2C (=) |u|L2 .
Now we can see that thanks to relation (2.1) and Lemma 7, there exist
constants C 12(=, c), C
2
2(=, c) and C
3
2(=, c) such that
|P2(zt) u|L2

t4
|z1 | |z2 | 3 |z3 |
(C 21(=, c)+C
2
2(=, c) - |z2 |+C 23(=, c) |z2 | ) &u&L2 . (3.25)
Let
C2(=, c)=max[C 21(=, c), C
2
2(=, c), C
2
3(=, c)] and
G2(z)=
1+|z2 | 11+|z2 |
|z1 | |z2 | 3 |z3 |
and observe that |P2(zt) u|C2(=, c) t4G2(z) |u|L2 . Since elzG2(z) is
integrable on 11_12_13 , it is clear that (3.18) is also satisfied for j=2.
Thus Theorem 9 is completely proved. K
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Proposition 10. For all = # [0, ?2] and for all c>0, there exists
K (=, c), such that for any element V of V(c, s), the following result holds
\t # [0, 1], &e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(2&V)&K (=, c) t2. (3.26)
Proof. For all u # H0 , let W(t) u=e&tVe2t(2&1)e&tVu. We can deduce
from (3.13) that
|(W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)) u|L2|
t
0
|R(s) u|L2 ds.
Thanks to Theorem 9, it is clear that for all u # H0 , for all t # [0, 1]
|(W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)) u|L2 12K(=, c) t
2 |u| L2 . (3.27)
Since H0 is dense in L2(Rn), (3.27) holds for all u # L2(Rn). Thus we have
&W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)& 12 K(=, c) t
2. (3.28)
Now observe that W(t)=e&2te&tVe2t2e&tV and e2t(2&1&V)=e&2te2t(2&V).
Thus relation (3.26) holds if we take K (=, c)=e2K(=, c)2. Proposition 10 is
proved. K
4. ESTIMATES IN THE GENERAL CASE AND APPLICATIONS
Lemma 11. Let c0. For all V # V4(c) there exist a sequence (Vm)m of
elements of V(c, s) such that Vm converges to V uniformly on compact sets
of Rn. More precisely, we have the inequality
|Vm(x)&V(x)|
3 - c2
m
- V(x) (4.1)
for all large enough m.
Proof. Let \ be a non negative function of class C over Rn with sup-
port included in the unit ball, and total mass equal to one. For all m # N
we define the functions \m and Vm as
\m(x)=mn\(mx), Vm(x)=(\m V V)(x). (4.2)
It is known that for all m # N, Vm # C . Observe that
Vm(x)=(V V \m)(x)(1 V \m)(x)=1. (4.3)
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Moreover for all : # Nn such that |:|4, we can write
:Vm=(:V) V \m , and |:Vm ||:V | |\m | 1 .
For all |:| # [2, 3, 4] and m # N, we deduce from the above relations that
|:Vm | c. Next we show that for all : # Nn, the function :Vm is of slow
growth.
Observe that for a given V # V4(c), we can deduce from Taylor formula
and from Lemma 6 that there exists a constant C such that
\x # Rn, V(x)C (1+|x| )2. (4.4)
If : is a multiindex, :Vm=(\m) V V; with the help of (4.4) we obtain
|:Vm |m |:||
|x& y|1m
|:\(m(x& y))| mnC (1+(|x|+1m))2 dy
m |:|C |:\|L1\1+ 1m+|x|+
2
which proves that :Vm is slowly increasing.
Now let us prove inequality (4.1).
Lemma 6 implies that |DV|- 2c - V, hence we can see that if
|x& y|1m
|- V( y)&- V(x)|
- c2
m
and therefore, still if |x& y|1m,
|V( y)&V(x)|
- c2
m
(- V( y)+- V(x)).
But
- V( y)- V(x)+- c2m
and if m- c2, we obtain
|V( y)&V(x)|
3 - c2
m
- V(x).
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We use this inequality to prove (4.1): by definition
|Vm(x)&V(x)|| \m(x) |V( y)&V(x)| dy
3 - c2
m
- V(x).
Our proof is complete. K
Let V be any element of V4(c) and (Vm)m be the sequence defined on
(4.2). From now on, we denote
W (t)=e&tVe2t2e&tV and E (t)=et(2&V) (4.5)
and for all m # N,
W m(t)=e&tVme2t2e&tVm and E m(t)=et(2&Vm). (4.6)
Remark 12. Since the sequence (Vm)m belongs to V(c, s), we can
deduce from proposition 10 that for all m, the operator W m(t)&E m(t)
satisfies the following estimate
\t # [0, 1], |W m(t)&E (t)|K (=, c) t2. (4.7)
Now we estimate the difference between W and W m .
Lemma 13. For all u # L2(R)
lim
m  
|W m(t) u&W (t) u|L2=0
Proof. For all u # L2(R), it is clear that for almost every x # Rn,
lim
m  
e&tVm(x)u(x)=e&tV(x)u(x).
Thanks to Lebesgue theorem we can see that
lim
m  
|e&tVmu&e&tVu| L2=0,
for |e&tVmu||u|.
The heat operator e2t2 is a contraction in L2(Rn) so that zm=e2t2e&tVmu
converges to z=e2t2e&tVu in L2(Rn). Now,
|e&tVmzm&e&tVz|L2|e&tVmzm&e&tVmz|L2+|e&tVmz&e&tVz| L2 .
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The first term on the right hand side of the above inequality tends to zero
because e&tVm is a contraction; the second one converges to zero, using the
argument of convergence for e&tVm u. K
Let us study the difference E m(t)&E (t).
Lemma 14. For all u in L2(Rn)
lim
m  
|E m(t) u&E (t) u|L2=0. (4.8)
Proof. Thanks to [3, IX, Theorem 2.16], relation (4.8) whould be
established if we show that, for a ‘>0, and for all u # L2(Rn)
(&2+Vm+‘)&1 u  (&2+V+‘)&1 u. (4.9)
Let ‘=1, for all v in H0 , let
(&2+Vm+1) um=v (4.10)
(&2+V+1) u=v. (4.11)
We substract Eq. (4.11) from Eq. (4.10), to obtain
(&2+Vm+1)(um&u)+(Vm&V) u=0. (4.12)
Therefore it suffices to prove that (Vm&V) u tends to zero in L2(Rn), in
order to prove that um&u tends to zero in L2(Rn). But if we multiply
(4.11) by u and integrate, we obtain
|
Rn
( |{u| 2+u2+Vu2) dx|
Rn
vu dx
and it is immediate that the function - V u is square integrable. From (4.1)
we infer that
|(Vm&V) u|
3 - c2
m
- V u
for m large enough, and this proves our claim. K
Now we establish our main result.
Proposition 15. For all V # V4(c), the following relation holds:
\t # [0, 1], &e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(2&V)&K (=, c) t2. (4.13)
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Proof. For all V # V4(c) and for all m let W (t), E (t), W m(t) and E m(t)
be the operators defined by (4.5) and (4.6). For all u in L2(Rn), we can
write
|W (t) u&E (t) u|L2|W (t) u&W m(t) u|L2
+|W m(t) u&E m(t) u|L2+|E m(t) u&E (t) u|L2 .
Thanks to Remark 12, Lemma 13 and Lemma 14, we can see that for all
’>0, the following relation holds:
|W (t) u&E (t) u|L2’+K (=, c~ ) t2 |u|L2 .
Since ’ is arbitrary, it is clear that
|W (t) u&E (t) u|L2K (=, c) t2 |u|L2 .
Since
W (t)=e&tVe2t2e&tV and E (t)=e2t(2&V),
Proposition 15 is proved. K
Corollary 16. Let V be a potential of class C4. Suppose that there
exist positive constants c~ , c$, such that for all x # Rn,
V+c~ 0 and |:V|c$, 2|:|4.
Then we have
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(2&V)&e2(c~ +1)K (=, c$) t2.
Proof. Let U=V+c~ +1, and observe that U belongs to V4(c$). There-
fore, thanks to Proposition 14 we have
&e&tUe2t2e&tU&e2t(2&U)&K (=, c$) t2.
But we can see that
e&tUe2t2e&tU=e&2t(c~ +1)e&tVe2t2e&tV and e2t(2&U)=e&2t(c~ +1)e2t(2&V),
so our claim is proved. K
Remark 17. According to corollary 16 we observe that to verify (1.1)
it suffices for a function V of C4(Rn) to be bounded from below and to
satisfy (1.3).
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Finally, let us check briefly that (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) can be proved
using the techniques described here.
Remark 18. To establish (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6), it is sufficient to show
that these results hold when V belongs to V(c, s). Then, the general case
can be obtained by the above described technique, that is by using the
sequence (Vm)m given in V(c, s).
From now on, V is given in V(c, s).
Let us prove (1.4). For all u # H0 , let
S(t) u=
1
2
(e&tVet(2&1)+et(2&1)e&tV) u&et(2&1&V)u,
R1(t) u=
1
(2i?)2 |11_12 e
tr‘K(‘) u d‘ and (4.14)
R2(t) u=|
11_12
etr‘L(‘) u d‘,
where the functions K(‘) u and L(‘) u are given in (2.16) and (2.15), the
operators A and B being respectively replaced by &V and 2&1.
As in Lemma 3, we can write
S4 (t) u&(A+B) S(t) u= 12(R1(t) u+tR2(t) u). (4.15)
Now we want to estimate R1(t) u and R2(t) u.
Theorem 19. There exist k1(=, c) and k2(=, c) such that the following
estimates hold:
\t # [0, 1], |R1(t) u|L2k1(=, c) |u|L2 (4.16)
\t # [0, 1]n |R2(t) u|L2k2(=, c) |u|L2 . (4.17)
Proof. If we perform the change of variable z=t‘, which is equivalent
to (z1 , z2)=(t‘1 , t‘2) and thanks to Cauchy’s theorem deform t11_t12
into 11_12 , we obtain
R1(t) u=\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
erzK \zt+ u
dz
t2
;
R2(t) u=\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
erzL \zt+ u
dz
t2
.
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Therefore to establish (4.16) and (4.17), it is sufficient to show that there
exist constants C1(=, c) and C2(=, c) such that
}K \zt+ u}L2C1(=, c) t3G1(z) |u|L2 (4.18)
}L \zt+ u}L2C2(=, c) t2G2(z) |u|L2 , (4.19)
where the functions erzG1(z) and erzG2(z) are integrable on 11_12 .
As in (2.16), we can write
K \zt+ u=M \
z
t+ u+N \
z
t+ u,
where
M \zt+ u=\
z1
t
+V+
&1
[V, [V, 2]] \z1t +V+
&2
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
(4.20)
N \zt+ u=\
z2
t
&2+1+
&1
[2, [V, 2]] \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z1t +V+
&1
u.
The commutators appearing in (4.20) are calculated in (3.20) and (3.21).
Thus we can rewrite
M \zt+ u=&2 \
z1
t
+V+
&1
|{V| 2 \z1t +V+
&2
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
and
N \zt+=&\
z2
t
&2+1+
&1
22V \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z1t +V+
&1
u
&4 \z2t &2+1+
&1
{2V .{ \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z1t +V+
&1
u
&4 :
i, j
V , ij \z2t &2+1+
&1
V , ij ij \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z1t +V+
&1
u.
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The arguments used in the proof of Theorem 6 show that there exist con-
stants d(=, c) and d (=, c) such that
}M \zt+ u}L2
d(=, c) t2
|z1 | 2 |z2 |
|u|L2 ;
(4.21)
}N \zt+ u}L2
d (=, c) t3
|z1 | |z2 | 3
(1+- |z2 |+|z2 | ) |u|L2 .
Observe that (4.21) implies (4.18) and therefore (4.16) is established.
Now we want to look at the function L(zt) u.
As in (2.16) we can write L(zt) u=L1(zt) L2(zt) u, where
L1\zt+ u=&[V, 2] \
z1
t
+V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
(4.22)
L2\zt+ u=&[V, 2] \
z2
t
&2+1+
&1
\z1t +V+
&1
u.
Let us estimate the function L1(zt) u. The commutator [2, V] is
calculated in (3.19), so we can write
L1\zt+ u=2V(‘1+V)&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 u
+2{V .{(‘1+V)&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 u.
We can see that
{V .{\z1t +V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
=&|{V| 2\z1t +V+
&2
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
+{V\z1t +V+
&1
.{ \z2t &2+1+
&1
u. (4.23)
Thanks to Lemma 8, Lemma 7 and the assumptions on V, it is clear that
there exists $(=, c) such that for all v # H0 ,
}L1 \zt+ }t
$(=, c)
|z1 | |z2 |
(1+- |z1 | |z2 | ) |v|L2 . (4.24)
Let us look at L2(zt) u.
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If we commute [2, V] and ((z2 t)&2+1)&1 we can see that
L2\zt+ u=\
z2
t
&2+1+&1 [2, V] \z1t +V+
&1
u
&\z2t &2+1+
&1
[2, [2, V]] \z2t &2+1+
&1
\z1t +V+
&1
u.
(4.25)
The commutators involved in (4.25) are developed in (3.19) and (3.21).
Therefore, using the same arguments as above we can see that there exist
+(=, c) and a function g(z) independent of t such that
}L2 \zt+ u}t+(=, c) g(z) |u|L2 (4.26)
and erzg(z) integrable on 11_12 . It is clear that (4.24) and (4.26) imply
(4.19).
Thus (4.17) is established and our proof is complete. K
Thanks to Duhamel’s formula and the density of H0 , we can see that
there exists C(=, c) such that for all V # V(c, s), the following estimate
holds:
\t # [0, 1], & 12 (e
&tVet(2&1)+et(2&1)e&tV)&et(2&V)&C(=, c) t2. (4.27)
Thus we can deduce from remark 18 that (1.4) hold.
Let us consider now (1.5).
Lemma 20. There exists C (=, c) such for all V # V(c, s), the following
estimate holds:
\t # [0, 1], \u # H0 , |(e&tVet2&et(2&V)) u| L2tC (=, c) |u| L2 . (4.28)
Proof. For all u # H0 , let X(t) u=(e&tVet(2&1)&et(2&1&V)) u. We can
see that the function X(t) u satisfies
X4 (t) u&(A+B) X(t)u
=\ 12i?+
2
|
11_12
erz \z1t +V+
&1
[V, 2] \z1t +V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u
dz
t2
.
(4.29)
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Thanks to relation (2.1), Lemma 8, and Lemma 7 we can see that there
exist d(=, c) and h(z) such that
}\z1t +V+&1 [V, 2] \
z2
t
&2+1+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
u }L2
t2d(=, c) h(z)
with z  erzh(z) an integrable function on 11_12 . We use Duhamel’s
formula and the device previously described to get rid of the e&t factor, and
(4.28) holds. K
It is clear that (1.5) can be deduced from Lemma 20 and Remark 18.
Now we wonder what (1.1) and (1.5) become if we permute &V with 2.
In other words, we would like to estimate
et2e&2tVet2&e2t(2&V) and et2e&tV&et(2&V).
Lemma 21. For all V # V4(c) and for all t # [0, 1]
&et2e&2tVet2&E 2t(2&V)&=O(t2) (4.30)
&et2e&tV&et(2&V)&=O(t). (4.31)
Proof. To obtain (4.30) and (4.31) it is sufficient to observe that the
proofs of (1.1) and (1.5) are mainly based on Theorem 6 and Lemma 20
and these results are unchanged when &V is permuted with 2. Moreover
we use the same sequence (Vm)m and we establish analogous theorems for
passing to the limit.
Our proof is complete. K
Finally, we estimate the bracket [e&tV, et(2&1)].
Corollary 22. There exists C(=, c) such that for all V # V4(c, s) the
following estimate holds:
\t # [0, 1], &[e&tV, et(2&1)]&C(=, c) t. (4.32)
Proof. Relations (4.28) and (4.31) imply (4.32), thanks to the triangle
inequality. K
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